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ABSTRACT

A worldwide palatable food is vegetables cultivated by the farmer and it is most

important for a healthy body. There are three different vegetables such as Malabar

leaves, Bean Leaves and Papaya Leaves and fruits have been used in this approach

because of the big source of vitamins, calcium, iron etc. Total 887 vegetables data have

been used for classifying between disease affected and Healthy vegetables using most

transfer learning techniques such as MobileNet-V2, InceptionResNet-V2, Deep CNN,

NasNetLarge and ResNet152-V2 pre-trained model. InceptionResNet-V2 performs better

than others applied pretrained models with 93.60% accuracy with the lowest loss value

and there have been multiple activation functions as elu and ReLu, and for the dense

layer mainly used sigmoid and softmax function for classification of the model. The

proposed approach is a more acceptable model compared to existing models based on the

accuracy, recall, precision and f1 Score.

Keywords–Deep CNN, Vegetable Disease, Transfer Learning, Bean, Papaya, Malabar,

MobilenetV2,  ResNet152V2, NasNetLarge, InceptionResNetV2.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction
Vegetables are known as the most popular and delicious foods worldwide with the

various vitamins, nutrients, calcium and scientifically proven as the healthy foods for

each and every stage in a human life.

There are mainly three different types of vegetables discussed and classified by disease

and health and these vegetables are Malabar, Bean, Papaya. The dataset(Malabar, Bean,

Papaya) have been collected by own capturing, from published conference's dataset and

iStock websites to make it unique.

A healthy vegetable is too importants for a healthy life but now a days the farmers are

suffering for various disease of vegetables which damaged their vegetables planting and

continuously they need to faced the loss of vegetables planting and that's why they are

demotivated to planting vegetables and the lack of vegetables are impacting on

worldwide humans. This is why this proposed model would be a most convenient

solution which will motivate the farmers to plant vegetables. Because this proposed

model is able to classify between healthy and disease affected vegetables with the lowest

classify and recognition duration.

Various research articles have been already available using the both supervised and

unsupervised learning techniques based on the label and unlabeled data with the different

performanced. The proposed method is designed based on supervised learning because of

label data to get the acceptable performance and also compared among these applied

algorithms. It is pretty clear that the designed model is much better to provide a strong

model with acceptable performance and because of Supervised and label data. The

purpose of label data defines the preprocess of data labeling as it is required for the

proposed models.

The proposed approaches are mainly implemented by Convolutional Neural Network

based keras pre-trained model as MobileNet-V2, InceptionResNet-V2, Deep CNN,

NasNetLarge and ResNet152-V2 because of fast and most acceptable accuracy with

lowest loss value. It compared among the mentioned model’s accuracy, precision, recall
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and f1 score as a comparative model to highlight the better performance and more

acceptable performanced model.

There have been various research articles to detect and recognize between vegetables

disease and health that are already available online but there are different types of

vegetables used and the first unique reason is the different type of dataset with the

combination of Malabar, Bean and Papaya.

1.2 Motivation
Vegetable disease is one of the main reasons for economic losses and is a threat to

agriculture. Image processing as a deep learning algorithm is developed for detecting

plant disease by identifying the image color feature of the leaves area. Therefore,

diagnosis is one of the most important aspects of a plant pathologist's training. Without

proper identification of the disease and the disease-causing agent, disease control

measures can be a waste of time and money and can lead to further plant losses.

1.3 Rationale of the Study
There are various vegetables disease related articles already available online with

different types of machine learning algorithms but for implementing the proposed

approaches is selected those vegetables which are delicious food and normally people

fixed it in their daily life. The Deep CNN based deep learning models have been selected

because of the imageNet dataset which is so fast and mostly provides acceptable

accuracy. It is important to say that this implemented model is defined to help those

farmers who cultivate the Bean, Malabar and Papaya to define the disease and will take

action against the disease.

1.4 Research Questions
1. What is the main reason to propose a vegetable disease approach?

2. What is the unique entity of this approach?

3. How to implement these applied Deep CNN based models?

4. What is the success key of vegetables cultivated farmers to follow this approach?

©Daffodil International University 2



1.5 Expected Output
● A acceptable accuracy with minimum loss value.

● Multiple Deep CNN based Keras model will be applied to find a best performed

model with compare to all applied models.

● Three different vegetables(Bean, Malabar, Papaya) is collected to make a unique

dataset.

● There have been used differents activation function, dense layer(GeLu,

SeLu,ReLu, elu, Softmax, Sigmoid, etc ) in the applied model to find the better

performance.

1.6 Project Management and Finance
After selecting the proposed model systems, the desired dataset is collected from different

resources like published conference datasets, iStock and by own capturing. Then I have

run the Keras pre-trained model in google collab with the minimum time of GPU services

and total 50 numbers of epochs have been used to train the proposed model. I didn't need

to pay to collect the dataset and I have run the proposed model with respect to Keras

pre-trained model without cost.

1.7 Report Layout
● Introduction

● Background

● Research Methodology

● Experimental Result and Discussion

● Impact on Society, Environment and Sustainability

● Summary, Conclusion, Recommendations and Implication for Future Research

● Reference
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CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1 Preliminaries/Terminologies
A popular palatable food is vegetables affected by different types of disease at the early

stage, middle stage and that's why the vegetable farmers are continuously losing their

interest to cultivate the vegetables. There are lots of articles already available online but

this proposed approach will be a more acceptable article based on the result of applying

different Deep CNN based Transfer learning algorithms, and will find the best specific

algorithms comparing among them with multiple types of vegetables such as Bean,

Malabar and Papaya. The purpose to propose this approach is not only to help the

vegetables cultivate farmer’s society but also the scientific society to get the idea about

the disease of the desired vegetable at different stages.

2.2 Related Works
There are very few amounts of national and international conference and journal papers

are mentioned here,

Habib et al.[1] proposed an agromedical expert system based on machine vision.In this

study, they take an in-depth exploratory method to identifying papaya disease using

machine vision. The disease-attacked region of the acquired image is segmented using

the K-means clustering algorithm, and then the necessary characteristics are retrieved to

let the support vector machine categorize the diseases. The classification accuracy rate

has increased to around 90%.

Ashiqul et al.[2] proposed a machine learning-based intelligent system that can identify

papaya diseases has been described in the proposed study work. The main goal of this

study is to examine several algorithms for recognizing papaya disorders, diagnose the

condition by capturing an image, and categorize the patients according to their conditions

using an intelligent system. The data was gathered from Mendeley. This study uses CNN

obtained a good accuracy in CNN (98.4%) and other techniques including random forest,

SVC, SVC and k-means clustering.
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Vinod et al.[3] proposed a study demonstrated the ability of the Residual Network model

(ResNet34) to recognize and categorize disease from photographs of leaves. The

proposed ResNet34 model demonstrated viability by achieving a 99.40% accuracy.

ResNet model are also compared with that of four other techniques- SVM, K-NN,

Decision Tree and Logistic Regression. The dataset has 15200 photos with 14 different

crops that are separated into 38 different classes. However,To enable the network to

recognize and categorize a greater variety of diseases and plant species, the dataset can be

expanded by adding more and more photos as data points.

Sagar et al.[4] proposed categorization and prediction methods for papaya disease via

convolutional neural networks.According to Keras API, CNN model is utilized.Fully

connected, where categorization is finished and every step is based on deep learning,

makes this model dependable. It used a 200x200 RGB image with a set size as its

input.The data sets are gathered from both kaggle and actual photographs. With an

accuracy of 91%, their model has done somewhat better than other models that have been

presented.

Adhao et al.[5] proposed the Machine Learning regression techniques for cotton leaf

disease detection and controlling using IoT based with the overall classification accuracy

as 83.26% using Support Vector Machine. Cotton five Leaf disease as the Bacterial

Blight, Alternaria, Gray Mildew, Cereospra and Fusari-um wilt are monitoring for

making the cotton leaf disease detection techniques.

Mayen et al.[6] proposed a advanced computer vision techniques to recognize the scab

on Malabar nightshade including MATLAB with multiclass SVM classifier. This work

presents a straightforward and computationally efficient method for proving the existence

of leaf sickness and conducting reviews using image processing and computer

vision.There are nightshade diseases are detected with 82.15% accuracy and also used

Bayes Net, Trees.J8, Function logistic algorithm with less accuracy.

Surampalli et al.[7] designed a acceptable technique to detect Tomato Plant Leaf Disease

utilizing image processing methods based on picture segmentation, clustering, and

open-source algorithms, such that all contributing to the development of a leaf illness

with a focus on tomato plants.The purpose of the paper is to develop a methodology for
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categorizing tomato leaf illnesses and offering the best remedy to treat them. This has

been successfully accomplished using open source programming language Python,

cutting-edge specialized algorithms, and image processing techniques.The suggested

technique maps input image pixel intensities and compares them with images from the

trained dataset using the CNN algorithm for hierarchical feature extraction.The proposed

approach has a 98% accuracy rate.

Sandeep et al.[8] designed a machine learning based leaf disease classification and

detection is achieved different accuracy for different attributes as for Alternaria alternate,

bacterial blight, Anthracnose, Cercospora leaf spot and healthy leaf with 96.7102%,

95.8042%, 96.0042%, 95.1772%, 98.3871% accuracy. There is also used k-means

clustering for segmentation, GLCM (Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix) for feature

extraction and Support Vector Machine(SVM) for classification.

Raida et al.[9] have been proposed a transfer learning approaches for disease detection of

plant leaves using the pre-trained model Mobilenetv2 as feature extraction method with

respect to CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) achieved 90.80% validation accuracy

and classification into two categories as disease affected and disease free leaves. They

use real image capturing dataset and Their dataset has 7800 photos, with 4976 images for

the train set, 1102 images for the test set, and 1742 images for the validation set.

ELHOUCINE et al.[10] developed an automatic model to categorize and identify the type

of disease based on MoblieNet, beans leaf images, and based on an effective network

architecture, in order to produce precise models that can be readily categorize the disease

into their classes. The best experimental result was obtained when their model was

trained using the Adam optimizer, learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 32 with

training and validation set accuracy of 100% and 98.49% respectively, and the model also

achieved an accuracy of 92.97% on 128 test data. Similarly, in this study, the minimum

training accuracy and validation accuracy were 98.The dataset utilized in this study is a

public dataset presented by Tensorflow and was selected from GitHub. Experts from the

National Crops Resources Research Institute (NaCRRI) in Uganda annotated this public

dataset by identifying which disease was manifested in each image.
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Soner KIZILOLUK [11] proposed automatic disease classification from images of potato,

cotton, bean, and banana leaves has been achieved using standard and trained versions of

well-known CNN models DarkNet-19, GoogleNet, Inception-v3, Resnet-18, and

ShuffleNet.Transfer learning considerably boosts the performance of CNN models,

according to experimental findings.Four distinct datasets on potatoes, cotton, beans, and

bananas that were retrieved from Kaggle were used in this investigation.It can be shown

that Pretrained-DarkNet-19 performed the best, with a mean accuracy of 94.54 and a

maximum accuracy of 97.1 for training validation and a mean accuracy of 94.22 and a

maximum accuracy of 96.9 for testing. Furthermore, it is clear that the transfer learning

approach has improved the performance of conventional CNN models by 20%.

Husnul et al.[12] has proposed a comprehensive diagnostic method for tomato and potato

plant leaf diseases with a graphic layout of preventive measures utilizing image

processing and CNN. On Kaggle dataset of the potato and tomato leaf, image processing

techniques are applied through the operations of data pre-processing, augmentation, and

data extraction to explore the symptoms of diseased leaves.This study suggests utilizing

image processing and two well-known convolutional neural network (CNN) models,

AlexNet and ResNet-50, to detect plant leaf illness and take preventive steps.The

experimental findings demonstrate the effectiveness of the suggested approach,

achieving, for the categorization of the healthy-unhealthy leaves and leaf illnesses,

respectively, overall ResNet50 accuracy scores of 97% and 96.1% and overall AlexNet

accuracy scores of 96.5% and 95.3%.

Aliyu Muhammad Abdu, et. al.[13] have proposed an Automated vegetable disease

classification and identification based on the specific lesion of features and specifically

used the CCV(Color Coherence Vector) and LPB(Local Binary Pattern) methods to

identify the vegetable disease. There need to write a huge code and it takes more space

complexity just because of uses the methods instead of uses Keras based neural networks.

Naimur Rashid Methun, et. al.[14] proposed a CNN based model to recognize the Carrot

disease and there have four different types of disease and healthy carrots are also used to

make a dataset. To make the between the existing model and this proposed model is
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defined accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score but there is no AUC value and ROC

curve to define the strongest of the proposed model's performance. In this proposed

model, Inception V3 provides better accuracy is 97.4%.

Meenakshi Sharma et. al.[15] proposed a review of a based Machine Learning Approach

to the classification and recognition of vegetable disease which helps to think about the

existing model and their performance. there also discussed the labeled data and

unlabeled data with respect to supervised and unsupervised learning techniques. It also

defines the deep learning model, especially CNN, and ANN.

2.3 Comparative Analysis and Summary
Table-2.1: Comparison Between Existing and Proposed Model

Key of Comparison Existing Model Proposed Model

Purpose of Study Used to Recognition and

classification of vegetables

disease using the Machine

Learning and mostly used

Deep Learning.

Used to Recognition and

classification of vegetables

disease using Deep CNN

based Transfer Learning.

Dataset Both Single vegetable and

multiple vegetables leaf

and fruits are used to make

the dataset.

Multiple vegetables have

been used to make a

dataset including 887 datas

as Bean, Malabar and

Papaya.

Model Uniqueness Machine Learning and

Deep Learning models.

Deep CNN based Transfer

Learning with the different

types of layer of activation

function and dense layer

used to find comparatively

better performance.
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Process of Implementation Collected Data,Preprocess,

Feature Extraction, Train

Model.

Collected Data, Preprocess,

Checking multiple size of

data and convert into single

size, Feature Extraction,

Train Model

The existing models available online are implemented based on Machine Learning, Deep

Learning to recognize the vegetables disease but Deep CNN based Transfer Learning

have been used to propose models. The dataset is totally collected by own capture and

collecting from google searching is made a unique dataset with various size of data and

for that firstly it converted into a single size of data, then feature extraction and finally

trained model using differents layers to get the better performance from the proposed

model is a lengthy process from the normal way to implemented Keras pretrained model.

Proposed model Accuracy and Loss is 93.60% and 0.41 which is pretty good combinely

comparative with existing model.

2.4 Scope of the Problem
There have some reasons to propose this vegetable disease recognition approach not only

for designing an article but there have some common procedures which resolve some

issues of future researchers and farmers are given below,

● As a comparative study, researcher can find the best one in future for their

approaches

● Transfer Learning based article are able to recognitions same type of image

dataset’s disease

● There have used multiple layers of CNN are reuse able with the requirements

● In future, there have another opportunity to proposed a comparative study using

the existing models.

2.5 Challenges
● To study vegetable and transfer learning based article

● To make a unique dataset with Bean, Malabar and Papaya
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● To implement the Deep CNN based transfer learning model because of getting the

better performance by checking different layers

● To understand the writing steps to follow the standard format

● To find the uniqueness of the proposed model comparative with the existing

model

©Daffodil International University 10



CHAPTER 3

Research Methodology

3.1 Research Subject and Instrumentation
The proposed approach is designed to recognize and classify healthy vegetables and

disease vegetables mainly selected based on the public demands like calcium, iron and

vitamin and also selected after measuring the deliciousness of the vegetables. So I finally

selected the Bean, Malabar and Papaya from the large amount of vegetables because of

its calcium, iron, vitamin and deliciousness. After selecting the dataset, although the

dataset is collected by own capturing, collected from different sites like google searching

and iStock, but it was quite difficult to collect the perfect dataset. Then I needed to resize

all of the image into a single size because all of the images were different sizes and

finally it was totally prepared for training the desired model.

3.2 Data Collection Procedure/Dataset Utilized

Figure 3.1: Data Collection Procedure

From the figure of Data Collection Procedure is defined the analysis of the research field

based on demand of the data worldwide. After primarily selecting the data for the

proposed method as vegetables and kind of vegetables based on calcium, iron and

vitamin because it helps a human to be healthy and also thought about the deliciousness

of these vegetables. After exploring the way of collecting the dataset, it was quite
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difficult to make a unique dataset and then the resources were collected like published

conference's dataset, iStock and by own capturing are the main steps to make it a totally

unique dataset. A total of 887 data was collected and made a vegetables dataset with

Bean Disease Leaves, Fresh Leaves, Malabar Disease Leaves, Malabar Fresh Leaves,

Papaya Disease Leaves and Fruits and Papaya Fresh Leaves and Fruits. After collecting

the dataset, it was split into three parts like training, validation and testing is mentioned in

table-Dataset Distribution.

Table 3.1: Dataset Distribution

Attributes Name Training Validation Testing

Bean Healthy Leaves 195 37 74

Bean Unhealthy Leaves 83 14 29

Malabar Healthy Leaves 76 20 19

Malabar Unhealthy Leaves 73 20 12

Papaya Healthy Fruits and Leaves 34 9 6

Papaya Unhealthy Fruits and Leaves 150 19 16

The dataset distribution is completed based on individually total number of dataset of the

desired objects like Bean Healthy Leaves, Bean Unhealthy Leaves, Malabar Healthy

Leaves, Malabar Unhealthy Leaves, Papaya Healthy Fruits and Leaves and Papaya

Unhealthy Fruits and Leaves.

3.3 Statistical Analysis
Due to existing research article, it's clear that there are a huge amount of research article

have been published to helps the farmer and they also classify the vegetables disease like

Cucumber, Pumpkin, Peppers, malabar, Tomato, Potato,Bean, Eggplant, Papaya etc and

maximum time they takes the single type of vegetables to classify the disease and also

multiple types of vegetables. But the proposed vegetables as Bean, Malabar, Papaya
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were selected based on public demand in daily life and also think about the calcium, iron,

vitamin and deliciousness. Then it thought about the farmer because they lost their

profits cultivating these vegetables and it would be too helpful in the agriculture world to

classify the disease and early disease of these vegetables so that they can take attempts to

destroy the disease and make healthy vegetables for people and for nations.

3.4 Proposed Methodology/Applied Mechanism

3.4.1. MobileNet-V2

Figure 3.2: Architecture of MobileNet-V2
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MobileNet-V2 (Javierto et al., 2021) mainly defines the inverted residual block with the

bottlenecking features and the bottleneck layer contains a few previous layers based on

compared nodes. The input size is required that must be getter than 32 x 32 and provides

better performance. MobileNet-V2 is mainly initialized by the keras pre-trained model as

tf.keras.applications.mobilenet_v2.preprocess_input and mobilenet_v2.preprocess_input

is used to scale the input image between 1 and -1. The classifier_activation mainly

defines the output layer of the model and suggests either softmax or sigmoid function.

3.4.2. InceptionResNet-V2

Figure 3.3: Architecture of InceptionResNet-V2

InceptionResNet-V2 (Naveenkumar et al., 2021) is a popular classification solution for

the ImageNet database that contains a million images based on a CNN(Convolutional

Neural Network) and there are 164 network layers and also defines 1000 objects category

of image classification. tf.keras.applications.inception_resnet_v2.preprocess_input is

used to initialize the model in required idle and inception_resnet_v2.preprocess_input is

used for scaling the input image like -1 and 1. The define output layer needs to call the

softmax or sigmoid function of classifier_activation and it can make the classification of

the desired approaches.
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3.4.3. ResNet152-V2

Figure 3.4: Architecture of ResNet152-V2

The ResNet152v2 (Elshennawy & Ibrahim, 2022) is able to obtain a successful

performance with respect to the ImageNet dataset and this model mainly defines residual

connections, the step of improving the gradient flow, allowing the deeper model and

suggesting hundreds of layer of the models to train. For initializing the ResNet152v2

model, we need to call tf.keras.applications.resnet_v2.preprocess_input and

resnet_v2.preprocess_input is used to scale the input image size between -1 and 1. It

never suggests smaller than 32 sizes of images and although mostly suggests the softmax

function as classifier_activation but it also suggests the sigmoid function to get the output

of the desired model.

3.4.4. Deep Convolutional Neural Network(Deep CNN)

Figure 3.5: Architecture of Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Deep CNN (Sivakumar et al., 2021) defines with some set of layers like the Convolution

Layer, ReLu, maxPooling and Fully Connected Layer which exactly behaves like the
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neurons of the human brain. There are multiple image size have been used as target

image sizes like 224x224x3 and other types of shapes.

(1)𝑌 = 𝑓(
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ 𝑥
𝑖

* 𝑤
𝑖

+ 𝑏)

From the equations of (1) f is activation function, x defines the set of input, w defines the

weight, b means bias and Y defines the output of the proposed architecture.

3.4.5. NASNetLarge

Figure 3.6: Architecture of NASNetLarge

NASNetLarge (Mehmood et al., 2022, 4368) is trained with respect to the ImageNet

database for millions of image based on a (CNN) Convolutional Neural Network and it is

able to classify 1000 object categories of the desired images dataset and the proposed

model prefer to select a imageNet dataset. There have been used

tf.keras.applications.nasnet.preprocess_input to initialize the Keras pre-trained model and

mostly suggest using the input size 224x224x3. With the similarities of other Keras

pre-trained models, it also suggests using the softmax function as classifier_activation to

get the output in the output layer of the pre-trained model.

3.5 Implementation Requirements
There are some requirements to implement the desired proposed approach based on

dataset like image, video, binary etc type of datas as given below:
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1. After defining the dataset, note the proposed dataset collection resources if.

2. Collected the dataset and splitted into Training(69%) , Validation(13%) and

Testing(18%)

3. In the google colab, firstly imported the dataset with linking google drive

4. Installed the needed python packages like opencv, tensorflow, keras matplotlib,

numpy

5. Preprocess the proposed model

6. Trained the model using Training data with respect to validation

7. Evaluated the training model based on testing data and found the confusion matrix
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CHAPTER 4

Experimental Result and Discussion

4.1 Experimental Setup
In the Experimental Setup is a way to explore the whole process of pre-trained models to

classify between disease and healthy vegetables. After collecting the vegetables data it

defines the preprocess of the models like it installs required packages, resizes all of the

images data based on models, and defines the keras pretrained models.

Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup

After the preprocessing, it is the step of training the model based on Deep CNN and in

the training steps, there have been used training and validation data to train the model in

an efficient way to get a better performance. Right now, the model is ready to cross

entropy and that's why in the model, the testing data is also preprocessed with respect to

the trained model and finally it is used for cross entropy and in the section of outcome it

successfully classifies and recognizes the vegetables disease.

4.2 Experimental Results & Analysis
The proposed model defines the preprocess of collected data and resized based on applied

keras pre-trained model like MobileNet-V2, Inception ResNet-V2, Deep CNN,

NasNetLarge and ResNet152-V2.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed Model

In a transfer learning model, the Convolutional layer is known as the learnable layer

which mainly increases the classification size of the input images, SeparableConv2d is

used in the proposed approach for fast computation of the learnable layer. It mainly

performs based on pointwise convolution on depthwise spatial with the mixing result.
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(2)𝑁
𝐻

= 𝑁
𝑊

= 𝑛+2𝑝−𝑓
𝑆 + 1

where S=1, p=0, f=3

MaxPooling2D is mainly used for reducing the desired spatial resolution of the input

images.

(3)𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑛+2𝑝−𝑓

𝑆

2

where S=2, f=2.

Then there have been the Dropout to overfit the model, Flatten is used to convert into

1-dimensional, dense is used to fit the images and the last dense is mainly used to classify

the model.

Figure 4.3: Model Accuracy Chart

There have been differences in accuracy for different models given in Fig-Model

Accuracy and InceptionResNet-V2 provides better accuracy compared to other applied

algorithms. It also provides the model accuracy and loss graph with respect to total

epochs as given below,
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(a) ResNet152V2 (b) NasNetLarge

(c) MobileNet-V2 (d) InceptionResNet-V2

(e) Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 4.4: Model Accuracy Graph
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The model accuracy is mainly designed based on the total number of epochs and the

accuracy graphs showed better performance with respect to increasing the number epochs

it increased the training accuracy.

(a) ResNet152V2 (b) NasNetLarge

(c) MobileNet-V2 (d) InceptionResNet-V2
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(e) Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 4.5: Model Loss Graph

Compared to the model's accuracy graph, it defines a strong performance of the proposed

model because of decreasing the loss values when it increases the number of epochs.

Figure 4.6: ROC Curve of InceptionResNet-V2
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As a predictable vegetable disease approach, there have a probability of the desired

observation belongs to the applied class as Bean Disease Leaves, Fresh Leaves, Malabar

Disease Leaves, Malabar Fresh Leaves, Papaya Disease Leaves and Fruits and Papaya

Fresh Leaves and Fruits. ROC Curve mainly plots it into two parameters like True

Positive Rate and False Positive Rate which are mentioned in equations (6) and (7). This

is the curve of InceptionResNet-V2 because of its best performance and the classification

thresholds defined a acceptable performance as increasing both of True Positive and

False Positive.

(a) ResNet152V2
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(b) NasNetLarge

(c) MobileNet-V2
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(d) InceptionResNet-V2

(e) Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Figure 4.7: Confusion Matrix

Confusion matrix is the one of the better way to measure the performance of the applied

models and there are some equations of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and f1 Score are

given below for calculating the acceptances of the model,
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(4)𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦(%) = 𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 × 100

(5)𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 × 100

(6)𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)(%) = 𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 ×100

(7)𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦(%) = 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 ×100

(8)𝑓1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(%) = 2 * 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 * 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ×100

TP:True Positive, TN: True Negative, FP:False Positive and FN:False Negative.

The above mentioned equations as (4),(5),(6),(8) have been used on the confusion matrix

of ResNet152V2, NasNetLarge, NasNetLarge, MobileNet-V2 and Deep CNN which

calculates different type of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and f1 Score are given in table.

Table-4.1: Performance Measurement of the Proposed Model

Algorithm Accuracy(%) Loss values Precision(%) Recall(%) F1 Score(%)

ResNet152V2 73.11 0.74 74 72 70

NasNetLarge 90.38 2.92 80 67 69

MobileNet-V2 84.62 0.44 72 76 73

InceptionResNet-V2 93.60 0.41 90 89 89

Deep CNN 70.51 0.91 19 19 19

CNN based transfer learning models provide an acceptable performance as mentioned in

the table and from the table InceptionResNet-V2 provides a most acceptable

performance with better accuracy and lowest loss value.

4.3 Discussion
This proposed approach mainly defines the vegetables disease classify and recognition

system based on transfer learning with respect to Deep CNN and it is mainly

implemented to help the farmers and those scientists who want to explore more. There
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have been used different types of keras pretrained and Deep CNN which provides

different acceptable accuracy and pretrained model, InceptionResNet-V2 provides better

accuracy as 93.60% with the lowest loss value. It is important to say that all of the

pretrained model and Deep CNN were finalized after checking multiple layers, different

sizes of images when it preprocessed the dataset to get better accuracy from the designed

model. As a comparative approach, it also showed an acceptable model compared to

existing models based on the accuracy, precision, recall and AUC values and also used

the loss value to explore the acceptance. There have also been shown the confusion

matrix to visualize the better.
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CHAPTER 5

Impact On Society, Environment And Sustainability

5.1 Impact on Society
The ESRC (Economic and Social Research Council) has been defined as a demonstrative

contribution of research in society and the economy. ESRC mainly talks about the impact

on society like how it could make life easier and the uses of these techniques and also

ensure that it would be much helpful economically in society and worldwide. There have

been used the Deep CNN based keras pretrained model which provides the accuracy fast

and takes a little bit memory, GPU to perform in proposed method and economically, it

must be helpful because of the uses of this proposed method can be defines the

vegetables disease and that's why farmers will be beneficially. In the early of the

vegetables are affected by disease and most of the time farmers are failed to classify and

recognize but after uses this proposed methods it would be easy to define the disease

affected or not which also protect from time consume and economically helps to farmers.

5.2 Impact on Environment
There is no bad impact on the environment using this proposed approach. This is mainly

designed to help those scientists and farmers who are working to develop these

technologies which are used for improving the cultivation of agriculture ecosystem and

also helps farmers from killing their times to recognize bean, malabar and papaya

disease.

5.3 Ethical Aspects
There have some principles which is followed to designed the proposed approach as

given below to collected the differents data like bean, malabar, papaya to make a uniques

vegetables dataset,

● Bean disease and healthy leaves are collected by own capturing

● Malabar[citation_number] disease, healthy leaves and papaya[citation_number]

disease leaves, healthy leaves, disease fruits, healthy fruits are collected from
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existing articles by changes some attributes are mentioned in the reference

section.

● Implemented differents algorithms to compared among them

● Used different layers and image target size to make it unique.

● used fixed epochs to trained the model

5.4 Sustainability Plan
The main purpose to designed this vegetables disease classification and recognition based

on transfer learning is given below,

● This will help to recognize theses mentioned disease in the early of the vegetables

● To helps those farmers who cultivates these vegetables

● Helps those researcher and scientists who want get comparison result is known

throughout this approach

● There is no any jeopardized by using the proposed model

● As the comparative model is provides the best and fast provides the better

performance
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CHAPTER 6

Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation And Implication For Future

Research

6.1 Summary of the Study
The Vegetables disease classification and recognition approach is mainly designed based

on Transfer Learning techniques with respect to Deep CNN. There have been used three

different types of vegetables such as bean, malabar and papaya, totally unique dataset is

collected from existing articles and by own capturing. The proposed model is mainly a

comparative model among Deep CNN, MobileNet-V2 ResNet152-V2, NasNetLarge and

InceptionResNet-V2 specifically provides better performance with 93.60% accuracy. The

main reason to propose this model is to help those farmers who are cultivating vegetables

like bean, malabar and papaya to detect the disease or healthy leaves and fruits and also

be able to help the scientist and researcher who works on these vegetables.

6.2 Conclusions
Nowadays worldwide vegetables cultivation farmers are losing their profits because of

affecting the vegetables by various diseases and that's why some are already taking a

break to cultivate vegetables which is harmful for all.The proposed approach will be one

of the best solutions to find the disease in any stage of cultivating vegetables with better

performance. In this method there have been used bean, malabar and papaya to make

vegetables and used five different transfer learning based algorithms as Deep CNN,

MobileNet-V2 ResNet152-V2, NasNetLarge and specificity InceptionResNet-V2

provides the better accuracy as 93.60% as also a comparative model.

6.3 Implication for Further Study
The proposed approach will impact on vegetables cultivating disease recognition and

classification methods with acceptable accuracy by comparing the performance with

existing articles. The research article is mainly designed to help the farmer to recognize

the vegetables disease and the researcher must be able to get the knowledge about the

vegetable data as bean, malabar, papaya and also they will compare the result which will
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help them for better scope. As a comparative approach, it will provide five different

algorithms as Deep CNN, MobileNet-V2 ResNet152-V2, NasNetLarge and

InceptionResNet-V2 performance with the accuracy, precision, recall, f1 score. There

have been a lot of research article is search to define the proposed model like vegetable,

tree, humans disease etc but for daily life a food is too important to alive and vegetable is

too much healthy that's vegetable related research have been selected and bean, malabar,

papaya is known as delicious foods worldwide.
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